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What Can You Imagine?

Imagine The Possibilities.
Imagine The Possibilities.

Uniquely Crafted
Concrete Designs
To Enhance
Your Everyday
Lifestyle

Encounter The Beauty Of Concrete
Imagine a countertop that is beautiful
enough to transform plain expanses
into works of art, durable enough
to withstand the test of time, and
innovative enough to reflect any style.
Imagine no longer. Bomanite concrete

Functional
countertops are the answer to your
desires. As kitchen islands, dining
tables, bar tops, or bathroom counters,
custom concrete countertops by
Bomanite create a dramatic, customized
environment.

Imagine Strength And Versatility
The possibilities for creative expression
with concrete are endless. Not only is
concrete durable and strong, but it is
the most versatile material available; it
can be molded and shaped with great
precision and delicacy. Concrete can be
formed into both simple and complex
shapes, based on your needs and
design expectations.

Imagine Your Personal Style
Reflected In Your Countertop
Concrete can be made to complement
any style of décor. Unlike traditional
countertop materials, Bomanite
concrete countertops can be colored,
polished, stamped, stained and

embedded with objects such as glass or
rock. The surface can be colored and
textured to make it look of timeworn
tile, evoking the feel of old world
charm. It can be colored, smoothed and
polished, giving the illusion of elegant,
sensuous stone or hand-carved marble.
Or, left without color, the countertop
can be ground and polished, revealing
its raw beauty to harmonize with natural
materials like wood, stone and brick.

Imagine Bomanite Concrete
Countertops For Your Next Project
Experience handcrafted techniques to
achieve a one-of-a-kind look that’s right
for your project. Concrete works well in
any setting, from interior spaces to outdoor
living areas, bringing your imagination to
life. Our highly skilled and specially trained
Bomanite Franchise Partners will work with
you to create a countertop that performs as
a functional, yet personal work of art. Call
the licensed Bomanite Franchise Partner
in your area today.

Unique

